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The Rwandan Genocide was a mass-slaughter of the minority Tutsi group by members of the Hutu majority government in 1994. The genocide lasted for a period of 100 days and killed an estimated 500,000 – 1,000,000 Rwandans. In this interview, Steve Inskeep discusses how Rwanda is moving on from this tragedy with Rwanda's Foreign Minister Louise Mushikiwabo. As you read, compare how Steve Inskeep's position on the state of Rwanda's democracy is different from Louise Mushikiwabo's.

20 years ago, nearly a million members of the Tutsi minority were slaughtered by extremist members from the Hutu majority. Steve Inskeep talks to Rwanda's Foreign Minister Louise Mushikiwabo.


STEVE INSKEEP, HOST: And I'm Steve Inskeep.

This week marks the 20th anniversary of Rwanda's genocide. Leaders of the country's Hutu majority encouraged the slaughter of the ethnic Tutsi minority. People killed their neighbors by the hundreds of thousands, often with machetes. Yet afterward, the government was forced out, the killing stopped and Rwanda began to recover. The question now is whether Paul Kagame, the current president whose forces stopped the genocide, has stayed in power too long.

Yesterday, we heard from Philip Gourevitch, who's tracked Kagame for years.

PHILIP GOUREVITCH: Even people who say, well, his time in the current construction of the constitution will be up in 2017 and he should leave, will also say, but we're terrified of a transition and that could be very, very explosive.

INSKEEP: The state of Rwandan democracy is where we begin our recent conversation with Rwanda's current foreign minister, Louise Mushikiwabo.

It's been noted by everyone that Rwanda has had a remarkable economic recovery and has remained relatively secure in recent years. But also that there has not been an opening of political space, that Rwanda is not nearly as politically open as many people might like it to be. When will it be time for a political opening in Rwanda?
LOUISE MUSHIKIWABO: I don't think there is anything happening in Rwanda politically that's not happening in many other parts of the world. And I think also perhaps because the recovery of Rwanda and the advancement we've seen in the last 20 years is perhaps unprecedented for a country that was basically nonexistent 20 years ago. Maybe that puts Rwanda on a level of expectations that is not realistic.

We do have elections. We decide how elections should be conducted. You have to remember, when our constitution was basically written from scratch after the genocide, what was on the minds of Rwandan people and leaders was stability. And again, this is according to deliberate choices that were made by people of this country.

INSKEEP: You know, I believe you mentioned that just before we began this conversation, you were meeting a delegation from the U.S. Holocaust Museum. Did I hear that correctly?

MUSHIKIWABO: Correct.

INSKEEP: Now, that's very interesting because, of course, there is the question of remembering the Holocaust. And you had this genocide in Rwanda ...

MUSHIKIWABO: Yes.

INSKEEP: ...which I'm sure people want to remember. But at the same time, they want to move past it. How do you deal with that?

MUSHIKIWABO: I tell you it's very difficult. And, you know, as we mark 20 years after the genocide, we realize that on one hand, we have done so well as a nation. But we are still a long way. We live with an inbuilt fragility, having to do with the dark history of the genocide. So I'll say it's a very difficult balance. If you consider the whole justice versus reconciliation, for us it cannot be versus. It has to be justice and reconciliation. Because had we gone the classic route of justice, we would have a broken country because of the numbers involved, because of the level of brainwashing and propaganda by the state that committed genocide. So if I can just confess the...

(LAUGHTER)

MUSHIKIWABO: ...leader in this government and also on a personal level, as a Rwandan who lost family during the genocide, it's very complicated.

INSKEEP: Now, you said if you want the full route of justice you would have a completely broken country. Do you mean that even though the Hutu government, of course, fled the country and many Hutus fled the country who were blamed for the genocide, do you mean to say that you have to assume that there are still many, many people in your country who killed someone and you just have to let them go?

---

1. **Unprecedented** (adjective): never done or known before
2. a group of persons chosen to represent others
MUSHIKIWABO: That's a fact. But first of all, the genocide was committed by the state. Whatever is known as Hutu or Tutsi was just used by people who were power hungry and who weren't ready to share with anybody, and they took it to the extreme. And there are a number of Rwandans, of course, in our society that had nothing to do with that. There are a number of people who went along and later on regret it. There are a number of Rwandans who actually disobeyed the orders to kill their neighbor.

So that's the kind of country we inherited. And again, to balance all this, to bring sanity, to bring normalcy, to get our economic development going, to open up to the world, it's not an easy task.

INSKEEP: Louise Mushikiwabo is the foreign minister of Rwanda. Thanks very much.

MUSHIKIWABO: Thank you.
Text-Dependent Questions

Directions: For the following questions, choose the best answer or respond in complete sentences.

1. Which of the following identifies the central idea of the text? [RI.2]
   A. Mushikiwabo believes it is best for Rwanda to forget its history with genocide, as too many people were involved to hold anyone truly accountable.
   B. Rwanda has recovered from the genocide extraordinarily well, but creating a stable future is difficult due to the number of people who participated and the damage done.
   C. While the state was influential in promoting the genocide, Mushikiwabo holds the people primarily responsible, as they carried out the killing of their neighbors.
   D. While the Rwanda's economy has recovered from the effects of the genocide, the government continues to be corrupt and unstable.

2. PART A: How does the interviewer support the idea that the Rwandan genocide and the Holocaust faced similar problems? [RI.8]
   A. by discussing the number of victims of the two genocides
   B. by discussing how neither genocide would truly get justice
   C. by discussing the balance between moving past a genocide and remembering it
   D. by discussing the ways in which both tragedies have been memorialized

3. PART B: Which quote from the text best supports the answer to Part A? [RI.1]
   A. “You know, I believe you mentioned that just before we began this conversation, you were meeting a delegation from the U.S. Holocaust Museum.” (Paragraph 11)
   B. “which I'm sure people want to remember. But at the same time, they want to move past it. How do you deal with that?” (Paragraph 15)
   C. “Because had we gone the classic route of justice, we would have a broken country because of the numbers involved, because of the level of brainwashing and propaganda by the state that committed genocide.” (Paragraph 16)
   D. “leader in this government and also on a personal level, as a Rwandan who lost family during the genocide, it's very complicated.” (Paragraph 17)

4. PART A: How do paragraphs 18 - 19 contribute to the development of ideas in the text? [RI.5]
   A. They show how despite the genocide being over, people who killed during the genocide remain in Rwanda and can't all be punished.
   B. They prove that due to corruption, Rwandan leaders refuse to hold the guilty parties accountable for the genocide.
   C. They show that Rwanda will never be able to fully recover from the genocide while killers continue to walk free.
   D. They prove that most Rwandans are no longer bothered by the genocide, as it doesn't worry them that some killers will never be brought to justice.
5. **PART B: Which detail from the text best supports the answer to Part A?**

   A. “the Hutu government, of course, fled the country and many Hutus fled the country who were blamed for the genocide” (Paragraph 18)
   
   B. “do you mean to say that you have to assume that there are still many, many people in your country who killed someone and you just have to let them go?” (Paragraph 18)
   
   C. “Whatever is known as Hutu or Tutsi was just used by people who were power hungry and who weren't ready to share with anybody, and they took it to the extreme.” (Paragraph 19)
   
   D. “There are a number of Rwandans who actually disobeyed the orders to kill their neighbor.” (Paragraph 19)

6. **How do Steve Inskeep's observations of Rwanda's democracy compare to Louise Mushikiwabo's opinions?**

   (Provide your own analysis here. This question requires a comparison and analysis based on the text provided.)
Discussion Questions

Directions: Brainstorm your answers to the following questions in the space provided. Be prepared to share your original ideas in a class discussion.

1. Do you agree with Louise Mushikiwabo’s claim that the state is responsible for genocide rather than the civilians who carried out the violence against their neighbors? Why or why not?

2. In the context of the text, how can we achieve peace? What does Louise Mushikiwabo believe is necessary for Rwanda to move on from its history with genocide? Do you agree with this course of action?

3. In the context of the text, what is more important: freedom or security? Do you believe that Rwanda’s current political system is necessary to maintain order? Cite evidence from this text, your own experience, and other literature, art, or history in your answer.